Many dolmens are remains of cosmic fireball events – sometimes destroying human
settlements – a call for wider archaeological investigations
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Abstract : The higher-than-average density of granitic areas makes them an above-average pole of
attraction for cosmic fireballs. Their impact sublevates granitic rocks and lays them one upon
another, forming the origin of the extravaganzas that humans, occupying lands later, frequently
settled for various purposes, laying archaeological remains – other cases involving existing human
settlements on granitic areas destroyed by fireballs.

The physics of cosmic fireballs has been described in earlier publications (see especially [1]). In
times where humans were less developed, granitic areas represented a much more significant pole
of attraction for fireballs. The relative weakness of granitic rocks to impacts, linked to its high
content in alpha emitting nanoparticulates causing, due to the permanent rate of alpha decay, an
interior friability, leads to easy cutting / slicing of wide pieces under impact. Pressures at impact of
the fireball sublevate and project around wedges that can end up piled one upon another or nearby.
Rapid observation of dolmen samples shows clearly and definitively in a few minutes the evidence :
metamorphic rocks and traces of melting down with micas, quartz, metamorphism in general, and
localized blackening at the obvious point of impact of fireballs on rock wedges then swept aside.
A few representatives examples are here elaborated :
1. Two dolmens groups were studied by the author around his home in Plobannalec-Lesconil
(one unnamed couple of dolmens and the dolmens of Kervadol, below). The two dolmen couples
show both traces of human settlements and the earlier remains of the fireball impacts. They both are
located on very short hilltops where the attraction is slightly higher. The findings do not allow any
other hypothesis than the fireball origin – notwithstanding the obviousness that the small craters
were certainly used later by humans as e.g. stoves, the easiness of making a fire in such protected
holes leading to human settlements around.
Crater side : vitrificated rock :

Metamorphism in the side of the wedges that received the fireball impact

The vitrificated part is on the bottom left, the metamorphism in the other side of the crater

First image is taken at the bottom left, second in the center just atop the most evident vertical rock.
More demonstration of how rocks were blasted from the upper granitic layers of the ground with the
second part of the dolmen, behind : 1. the interior side shows how the rocks fitted one into another
before brutal uncoupling – 2. for the second part of the disassembled puzzle.

Inspection of the exterior side of the right rock in the above picture also shows very strong
metamorphism at the bottom where the fireball directly hit (not pictured).

There also is evidence of brutal heating of the soils and inferior layers at fireball impact under this
brutally sublevated rock (in the above picture).

Later human-carved holes in one side suggest installation of a sort of cooking oven. The protection
offered was obviously enticing for cooking activities. This very typical (in „weakness“) dolmen
group finds many clones around the world and it is predicted that they all have the same origin (as
opposed to some much more geometrically assembled, carefully groomed ancient monuments).
2. Guadalperal in Spain shows the sublevation of a number of stones especially at the center, with
a typical „U-236“ shape for the impact (see again [1] for details), in the center of a wider crater.
3. Gobekli Tepe, in Turkey, shows an identical case with a bigger cluster – two „U-236“-type
fireballs, one bigger than the other leading to sublevated stones in a crater that were then later
carved into a temple by humans.
4. The site of Samallahdenmäki in Finland also shows a typical „U-236 type“ impact in an area
where granite is weaker, extremely old and hence broken in much smaller pieces at impact. Victims
are in this case definitively confirmed as the shattering of bodies by the impact leads to scattered
bone remains. Information under copyright of the City of Rauma website [2] indicates „cremation“
and that „the graves often have only a part of the bones, sometimes just a few pieces“. Destruction
of primitive houses by a fireball event is obvious.

Precise analysis for each dolmen around the world will certainly permit precise archaeological
conclusions on whether, for a given dolmen there is a fireball at origin (and whether it became a
human settlement later or is the remain of a settlement destroyed by the fireball, killing inhabitants)
or whether it is a construction done by humans willing to imitate the natural extravaganzas seen
elsewhere.
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